
Ten Dauphine ice climbs
Lindsay Griffin & John Brailsford

Introduction
Although generally noted for its rock climbing potential, the Dauphine has
a surprising number of good quality ice climbs throughout the range. It
should, however, be pointed out that the area is considerably drier than the
other parts of the western Alps and the routes are best attempted in the
snowy conditions that generally prevail at the beginning of the season. The
dry conditions of mid-season can often produce bare ice and heavy
stonefall. Parts of the Mettrier couloir for example can disappear altogether
in August.

These notes have ~een put together by Lindsay Griffin from information
provided largely by John Brailsford. John has himself done all the routes
described with the exception of the Couloir Gravelotte.

(1) Mettrier Couloir, Pte Puiseux, 3946m, Mt Pelvoux. About 300m,
AD.

This is a fine narrow couloir which prQvides an interesting variation to
the normal route of ascent. It is always in the shade and has negligible
objective danger in snowy conditions, thus making it an excellent choice of
training climb or introduction to high level alpinism. First ascent: H
Mettrier, E Estienne andJ-P Engilberge, 13 July 1907.

From the Pelvoux hut follow the normal route to below the Coolidge
couloir, then continue up the Sialouze glacier towards the Cols du Pelvoux.
lOOm before reaching the Col an obvious narrow couloir rises diagonally on
the right. The main difficulties lie in the middle section of the couloir. (2
pitches of Ill). At the top traverse R and scramble up a loose rocky ridge to

arrive on the plateau approximately 10-15 min from the summit. It is
possible to use rock belays all the way. Average time 1+-2 hr. (About 3 hr
for the approach.) Descent: Either down the Coolidge couloir or continue
the classic traverse to the Ailefroide via the Glacier des Violettes.

(2) N Couloir of the Barre Noire, Barre des Ecrins, 4086m. 700m, AD.
This variation to the normal route from the Glacier Blanc provides an

excellent alternative means of ascent to the summit of the highest mountain
totally within France. The route follows a wide, open, couloir and is often
frequented nowadays by guided parties. It is safe from objective dangers.
First ascent: F Bicard and G Singer, 1954.

From the Ecrins hut cross the Glacier Blanc and reach the base of the
couloir (l hr). Cross the 2 bergschrunds on the left hand side taking rock
belays where necessary. Continue up the straightforward slope above. This
is 45 0 at first but steepens to 50 0 at the top. It is normally ice and sustained
at grade Il for about 250m. Reach the Breche des Ecrins, 3565m (2 hr).
Trend right from the Breche, then climb up and cross to join the normal
route below the NE ridge. Either follow this (mixed ground, pitches of Ill),
or take one of the N face routes directly to the summit (45 0

, quicker in good
conditions.) Descent: By the normal route.
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(3) NE face of Pic Coolidg , 3774m. 750m, D.
A fine open route which is rclati ely straightforward once the su pended

glacier has been reached. The upper section recci es the sun quite early in
the morning, and a certain amount of stonefall is po sible. The climb is best
don from a bivouac on the Glacier Noir where there i a wide choi c of

71 N Couloir Col de Pelvoux (Photo: J. Bra!lsford)
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sites at the end of the long moraine on the right side of the glacier. The best
available sites lie beyond a large cairn where the glacier splits and the
moraine bends right towards the Col des Avalanches. There is a plentiful
supply of water. First ascent: Mile L Bizzare, W Bonatti, 5 July 1955.

Cross the left branch of the Glacier Noir and reach the lowest section of
the barrier of rocks at the base of the face, preferably before dawn. Climb
rocks to the top of the barrier (several pitches of Ill). Continue up the
suspended glacier (45°) passing the serac barrier on the right to the steep
upper wall. Keep left and continue on ice and mixed terrain (poor rock) to
reach the E ridge. There is no real line here but early in the day this will
give easy mixed climbing with good belays. Later in the day conditions can
become very bad. The summit is reached easily by continuing along the
summit ridge. The first ascent party moved right from the top of the ice
slope and climbed direct to the summit (6-8 hr). This is generally more
difficult. Descent: Down the S ridge to the Col de la Temple. The couloir
leading to the Glacier Noir starts below the ruins of the small hut on the E
flank. Care should be exercised as there is a lot of loose rock and this is a
much used route.

(4) Couloir, Col Est du Pelvoux, 3609m. 700m, D.
A magnificent route and one of the classic ice climbs of the range. The

difficulty depends on the state of the serac barrier in the lower 300m of the
couloir and the bergschrund can sometimes be a vertical wall of some 50m.
The climb is best done from a bivouac on the Glacier Blanc opposite the
couloir. There are good sites in the vicinity of a line of long thin poles lOOm
above the glacier on the true left bank. First ascent: H Mettrier, E
Estienne, andJ-P Engilberge, 23 July, 1909.

Reach the base of the couloir from the bivouac in about 1 hr. Thread a
way through the serac area, generally on the left side of the couloir for
about 300m. (Danger from icefall, more difficult in dry conditions.) Above,
climb the uniform slope to below the Aig du Pelvoux, where there can often
be a difficult ice barrier. Now take the left branch of the couloir and climb
the ice slopes bordering the rocky rib on the left. Finally traverse right and
reach the col in 4 or 5 pitches. This upper section averages between 50 and
55°, and 4 hr would be a good time for the route. Descent: This is
easy-via the Sialouze glacier to the Pelvoux hut. (1 +-2 hr).

(5) N Couloir of the Coup de Sabre, 3448m. 350m, D.
A relatively safe route that is normally in good condition. Climbed

somewhat before its time, in exceptional conditions. The upper section is
steep (55-60°) and in a dry season only the base of the climb is threatened
by stonefall. First ascent: A Reynier and C Verne, with M and C Gaspard
and J Turc. 17 July, 1895.

It is best to start this climb from the same bivouac as that used for the Col
Est du Pelvoux. Walk up the Glacier Noir towards the Ailefroide, then
climb towards the right side of the couloir. Cross the bergschrund, then
move back left for several pitches. The ice steepens in the narrows, 2+-4 hr
to the col is the normal time in good conditions. Descent: Go down the
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snow couloir for 50m (40°), then reach the left side of the Glacier du Coup
de Sabre. Follow this to join the path leading down to the SeJe hut.

(6) NW Face of Ailefroide Occidentale, 3953m, via the Glacier Long.
1000m, D. A superb glacier climb on this vast north face. Remote and
unfrequented. First ascent: J de Lepiney and E Stofer, 1928, to the breche.

The climb is best attempted from a bivouac near the foot of the face.
There are two methods of reaching the latter.

(a) From La Berarde via the path towards the Pilatte hut and the scree
slopes below the Glacier de Coste Rouge. Climb the left side of the glacier
then traverse across the base of the snow to reach the bottom right hand
corner of the Glacier Long.

(b) From Ailefroide via the Glacier Noir and Col de la Temple descend
to the level of the NW face then follow a partly marked track between rock
barriers on a level with the foot of the Glacier Long. There are some good
bivouac sites in this vicinity.

Both methods are difficult and complicated in the dark.
Climb steepening ice to rock and seracs which form an impassable

barrier. The best way through this obstacle is to follow a ramp rising from
right to left to reach the uniform ice slope above the seracs. Continue up the
middle of the glacier crossing 2 or 3 steep ice walls and bergschrunds to
reach the breche S of the Pt 3409m (4-5 hr, 500m).

Now traverse left across the upper slope of the glacier to gain the right
side of the face below a large black wall. Climb rocky ribs and icy chimneys
to reach the right hand side of a long snowy ramp above. Follow it back left
(ice and loose rock), then climb direct, then left, crossing 2 or 3 rocky ribs
to reach the SW ridge, and follow this to the summit. (About 3 hr; 8 hr
altogether.) Descent: By the S face and SW ridge.

It is also possible to descend from the breche S of Pt 3409m. Go down a
small couloir to the right of a small rocky tower, then descend diagonally
left on snow and rock, followed by short chimneys and mixed ground to
reach the Glacier Gris. Traverse left to reach the rocky spur which splits the
upper section of the glacier (there is sometimes a large bergschrund).
Continue down this and so to the Pilatte Glacier. The whole of the latter
section presents difficult route finding.

(7) Col du Diable, 3565m. The N couloir. About 450m, D. This is a long
climb of uniform steepness, and best tackled from the Pave hut. First
ascent: A Migot, L Neltner, 25 June, 1932.

From the Pave hut ascend the path towards the Col du Clot des Cavales,
and after crossing the first section of mixed ground traverse horizontally
leftwards to the foot of the couloir. (This method of approach has little
objective danger; 2 hr).

There are normally 2 large bergschrunds which are generally passed on
the right of the rock. Under snowy conditions the' couloir can be climbed
direct with very little risk from stonefall. However, in drier conditions it is
better to keep to the right side of the couloir close to the rock, and at the
narrows traverse right to reach the rocky rib. Climb this for 3 or 4 pitches
(Ill) then regain the ice. Continue up to the Col again keeping close to the
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right side to gain protection from stonefall (5-7 hr).
It is now easily possible to reach the summit of the Grande Ruine via the

normal route. Descent: Reverse the normal route from the Grande Ruine
to reach the Planchard hut, and the Alpe valley.

(8) N Face Central Ice Slope, Mt Pelvoux, Pte Puiseux, 3946m. About
900m, TD. This is a long and serious route, with 1500m of climbing due to
the length of the traverse in the middle section. The rock is often loose and
the top section rarely in good condition. First ascent: P Courtet,
H Launwt, P Souriac, 15-16 May, 1953.

The route is best attempted from a bivouac on the Glacier Noir, as with
the route to the Col Est du Pelvoux. Go up the glacier to the base of the
couloir issuing from the col mentioned above, then traverse left to gain the
lower glacier below the N face. Climb the left side to reach an amphitheatre
below the rock barrier. In the left corner climb either a small chimney or
loose rock on the right (2 pitches of IV), then follow mixed ground easily
before making the long rightwards traverse across the many ice runnels and
ribs descending from the Pte Durand to reach the base bf the central ice
slope. This traverse is approximately 20 pitches. Climb the left side of the
ice slope, 600 with sections of 65 0

, rock belays possible on small islets to
reach the Col and so easily to either summit. (7-9 hr is a fast time.)
Descent: Either via the Coolidge couloir or the Glacier des Violettes.

(9) Couloir Gravelotte, Meije N face, 3982m. 500m, D/TD. This offers
the best pure ice route on the N face, rising diagonally to the Breche
Zsigmondy. The bergschrund is one of the most difficult in the Alps and
can be impossible. First ascent: E Gravelotte, M, C, and D Gaspard, J
Turc, 24 September, 1898.

Early in the season the best approach is via the Aigle hut. Traverse the
Glacier du Tabuchet to the Serret du Savon (3569m), then descend a snow
gully (t hr) to reach the Meije glacier. As the season develops this gully
becomes increasingly dangerous and a preferable method of approach
comes via the Promontoire hut and the Breche de la Meije. Traversing the
Meije glacier to the foot of the route can be very difficult due to complex
crevassed 'llreas'(2t hr).

After crossing the bergschrund climb direct to the Breche Zsigmondy,
and either climb the Grand Pic and descend the normal route to the
Promontoire hut, or continue the traverse of the peak to the Aigle hut. The
Breche Zsigmondy now has a fixed rope across the gap leading to the Dent
Zsigmondy (allow 4-8 hr for an ascent of the couloir).

(10) Couloir Chaud, Trois Dents du Pelvoux, 3682m. 500m, TD + .
One of the hardest ice climbs in the range, with an arduous approach and

a certain amount of objective danger from the serac barrier at the top.
There are two distinct sections. The first averages 50-55 0

, but the upper
section steepens to 700 and contains at least one almost vertical ice pitch. It
does not receive the sun during the day and is almost always totally ice
rather than neve. First ascent: V Chaud, E Cortial, 14 July, 1950.

The climb is best attempted from a bivouac on the right hand extremity
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of the Neve Pelissier where the tra k from the Pelvoux rosses the Violcltes
glacier. There are some excellent bivoua sites in thi area and water is
available. (5 hr from Ailefroide.)

Reach th foot of the eouloir in t hr, from the I ft ideo Follow the left
sideoftheeouloir, which is sheltered from icefaJl, until it t ep ns. There is
a large cave at about t height, which provides suitable respite. Traverse

72 Chaud Couloir (Photo: L. Griffin)



horizontally right for 2 pitches to reach another sheltered section below the
serac barrier. Move steeply left for 2 pitches, then climb a vertical section
near to a conspicuous steep black rognon of rock about 20m high. After this
crux pitch trend left to reach the ridge, then zig-zag through the seracs
(continuous steep ice work) to reach the Glacier des Violettes. (5-9 hr for
the ascent.) Descent: Via the Glacier des Violettes.

Round Annapurna
Club Meet: October INovember 1981

1. THE TREKKING PARTY Edward Peck

The inspiration for a Club meet in the Annapurna area came from Emlyn
Jones. The President was there in 1950 with Bill Tilman, Charles Evans,
Jimmy Roberts, Bill Packard (N.Z.) and Donald Lowndes. Charles Evai1s
and Bill Packard had then climbed out of the Manang valley up the N side
of the Snow Dome and to within 180m of the summit of Annapurna IV,
while Emlyn Jones crossed the Thorong La to Muktinath and back again.
The whole party also visited the Nar Khola area of Manang, towards the
Tibetan frontier, now closed to foreigners. (see A] 58 101.) The idea was
clinched when Jimmy Roberts, now resident in Pokhara, was in the UK,
and arrangements were put in hand with Explorasia in London and
Mountain Travel in Nepal for ajoint climbing and trekking party to circle
Annapurna from E to Wand angled, as the Meets Secretary tactfully put it,
'to the older generation'. There was an eager response, and in the end this
group numbered 18, of whom 10 were over 50. At the same time, John
Hunt and Hamish Nicol led another climbing party in the reverse
direction. The 2 climbing parties had as their objective one of the Chulu
peaks-in the event Chulu East (6059m). The joint group would travel up
the Marsyangdi valley to Pisang, where the climbing party of 6, led by
Ashley Greenwood, would break off for Chulu, while the trekkers would
continue over the Thorong La and return by the Kali Gandaki to Pokhara.
Accounts of the adventures of 2 climbing groups, by John Hunt and Ashley
Greenwood, are appended.

The group which assembled at Heathrow in the early hours of 20
October consisted of the President and Louise Emlyn Jones, Stuart Beare,
Peter Boydell, Ted and Alison Peck, Alan and Jacqueline Pullinger, Tony
Trower, Phil and Gill Weinberg (to be joined in Kathmandu by Dr Kevin
Doran from Tasmania) as the trekkers, and also the 6 members of the
climbing party. After over 24 hours on the way, and a day's sight-seeing in
Kathmandu, we felt, as dusk fell in the picturesque main street of Patan
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